Nowhere to Hide: Algorithms Are Learning to ID Pixelated Faces

The new tech can identify faces or numbers even if they've been blurred out.
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Blurring or pixelating information to obscure it may not work anymore thanks to machine learning researchers from the University of Texas at Austin and Cornell University. The researchers developed an algorithm that could identify faces and numbers even after they were blurred out.

The researchers developed the algorithm using open-source machine-learning software. Said co-author Vitaly Shmatikov to Quartz:
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"We're using this off-the-shelf, poor man's approach. Just take a bunch of training data, throw some neural networks on it, throw standard image recognition algorithms on it, and even with this approach...we can obtain pretty good results."

The algorithm is built using a very simple process. Using the open-source software and standard neural network templates, the researchers could feed the algorithm thousands of examples of faces that have been blurred or pixelated to train it.

Faces, like the one on the left, blurred with YouTube’s blur feature, in the center and right, are still recognizable to a machine-learning algorithm.

The algorithm's success rate varied based on the type of blurring or pixelating used, but in general it could match a blur with the correct face more than half the time, compared with less than a 10 percent success rate for human guessers. This method also works with pixelation and P3 image encryption.

The goal of the research is to illustrate vulnerabilities in standard image encryption. "Until somebody shows how even off-the-shelf technology can be used for privacy breaches, people in security and privacy aren't going to realize it," says Shmatikov.
For instance, YouTube currently provides blurring software for hiding the identities of video subjects, but the researchers would like YouTube to specify that it doesn't work on machines. Anyone with enough time, computing power, and knowhow could easily identify people with blurred faces in YouTube videos.
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